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This book provides an extensive overview and analysis
of current work on semiotics that is being pursued
globally in the areas of literature, the visual arts, cultural
studies, media, the humanities, natural sciences and
social sciences. Semiotics—also known as
structuralism—is one of the major theoretical movements
of the 20th century and its influence as a way to conduct
analyses of cultural products and human practices has
been immense. This is a comprehensive volume that
brings together many otherwise fragmented academic
disciplines and currents, uniting them in the framework of
semiotics. Addressing a longstanding need, it provides a
global perspective on recent and ongoing semiotic
research across a broad range of disciplines. The
handbook is intended for all researchers interested in
applying semiotics as a critical lens for inquiry across
diverse disciplines.
This volume brings together texts that originate in
various disciplines which examine the feeling of being
alive. The focus is on issues of philosophy of mind and of
anthropology, on the theory of emotion, psychology and
history of art. The feeling of experience is to be
understood as a fundamental, undirected experience of
being alive which can be integrated both in a naturebased theory of the organism and in theories of the
specific constitution of human experience.
The intensification of interest in Deleuze over the last
decade has coincided with the end of the linguistic
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paradigm in both continental and analytic philosophy.
Indeed, the division between the two traditions appears
to be closing and the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze
seems to be crucial to this convergence, as he is both
indebted to the phenomenological tradition at the same
time as he operates with concepts drawn from the
sciences. Claire Colebrook explores these ideas and
offers a new and alternative assessment of Deleuze's
contribution to philosophy. She argues that while
Deleuze does draw upon sciences that explain the
emergence of language, art and philosophy, his own
thought is distinguished by a discontinuist thesis:
systems may emerge from tendencies of life but always
have the capacity to operate without reference to their
original aim. Colebrook makes new claims regarding how
Deleuze's philosophy might be used to read
contemporary art and thus offers an original and crucial
contribution to the Deleuzian debate.
The Cambridge Handbook of Consciousness is the first
of its kind in the field, and its appearance marks a unique
time in the history of intellectual inquiry on the topic. After
decades during which consciousness was considered
beyond the scope of legitimate scientific investigation,
consciousness re-emerged as a popular focus of
research towards the end of the last century, and it has
remained so for nearly 20 years. There are now so many
different lines of investigation on consciousness that the
time has come when the field may finally benefit from a
book that pulls them together and, by juxtaposing them,
provides a comprehensive survey of this exciting field.
An authoritative desk reference, which will also be
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suitable as an advanced textbook.
Harry Francis Mallgrave combines a history of ideas
about architectural experience with the latest insights
from the fields of neuroscience, cognitive science and
evolutionary biology to make a powerful argument about
the nature and future of architectural design. Today, the
sciences have granted us the tools to help us understand
better than ever before the precise ways in which the
built environment can affect the building user's individual
experience. Through an understanding of these tools,
architects should be able to become better designers,
prioritizing the experience of space - the emotional and
aesthetic responses, and the sense of homeostatic wellbeing, of those who will occupy any designed
environment. In From Object to Experience, Mallgrave
goes further, arguing that it should also be possible to
build an effective new cultural ethos for architectural
practice. Drawing upon a range of humanistic and
biological sources, and emphasizing the far-reaching
implications of new neuroscientific discoveries and
models, this book brings up-to-date insights and
theoretical clarity to a position that was once considered
revolutionary but is fast becoming accepted in
architecture.
The term ‘systems theory’ is used to characterize a set
of disparate yet related approaches to fields as varied as
information theory, cybernetics, biology, sociology,
history, literature, and philosophy. What unites each of
these traditions of systems theory is a shared focus on
general features of systems and their fundamental
importance for diverse areas of life. Yet there are
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considerable differences among these traditions, and
each tradition has developed its own methodologies,
journals, and forms of anaylsis. This book explores this
terrain and provides an overview of and guide to the
traditions of systems theory in their considerable variety.
The book draws attention to the traditions of systems
theory in their historical development, especially as
related to the humanities and social sciences, and shows
how from these traditions various contemporary
developments have ensued. It provides a guide for
strains of thought that are key to understanding 20th
century intellectual life in many areas.
Pairing scientists and philosophers together, this book is
an exploration of some of the new frontiers in biology
(e.g., Emergence, Complex Systems, Biosemiotics,
Symbiogenesis, Organic Selection, Epigenetics, Niche
Construction, Teleodynamics, etc.). The chapters in this
volume challenge the mechanistic metaphysic that is
implicit in the reigning neo-Darwinist paradigm, point to
more inclusive modes of thinking in relation to the nature
of life, and contribute to the novel synthesis that is
presently “in the air.”
Philosophers have traditionally assumed that the
difference between active and passive movement could
be explained by the presence or absence of an intention
in the mind of the agent. This assumption has led to the
neglect of many interesting active behaviors that do not
depend on intentions, including the "mindless" actions of
humans and the activities of non-human animals. In this
book Jones offers a broad account of agency that unifies
these cases. The book addresses a range of questions,
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including: When are movements properly attributed to
whole agents, rather than to their parts? What does it
mean for an agent to guide its action? What
distinguishes agents from other complex systems? What
is the relationship between action and adaptive
behavior? And why might the study of living systems be
the key to understanding agency? This book makes an
important contribution to current philosophical debate on
the nature and origins of agency. It defines action as a
uniquely biological process and recasts human
intentional action as a specialized case of a broader and
more common phenomenon than has been previously
assumed. Uniting findings from philosophy, cognitive
science, psychology, biology, computer science,
complexity theory and ethology, this book will be of
interest to students and scholars working in these areas.
This book presents a historiographical and theorical analysis
of how Husserlian Phenomenology arrived and developed in
North America. The chapters analyze the different phases of
the reception of Edmund Husserl’s thought in the USA and
Canada. The volume discusses the authors and universities
that played a fundamental role in promoting Husserlian
Phenomenology and clarifies their connection with American
Philosophy, Pragmatism, and with Analytic Philosophy.
Starting from the analysis of how the first American Scholars
of Edmund Husserl's thought opened the door to the
reception of his texts, the book explores the first encounters
between Pragmatism and Husserlian Phenomenology in
American Universities. The study focuses, then, on those
Scholars who fled from Europe to America, from 1933
onwards, to escape Nazism - Felix Kaufmann, Alfred Schutz,
Aron Gurwitsch, Herbert Spiegelberg, Fritz Kaufmann, among
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the most notable - and illustrates how their teaching provided
the very basis for the spreading of Husserlian
Phenomenology in North America. The volume examines,
then, the action of the 20th Century North-American Husserl
Scholars, together with those places, societies, centers, and
journals, specifically created to represent the development of
the studies devoted to Husserlian Phenomenology in the
U.S., with a focus of the Regional Phenomenological
Schools.
This book investigates the complex, sometimes fraught
relationship between phenomenology and the natural
sciences. The contributors attempt to subvert and complicate
the divide that has historically tended to characterize the
relationship between the two fields. Phenomenology has
traditionally been understood as methodologically distinct
from scientific practice, and thus removed from any claim that
philosophy is strictly continuous with science. There is some
substance to this thinking, which has dominated
consideration of the relationship between phenomenology
and science throughout the twentieth century. However, there
are also emerging trends within both phenomenology and
empirical science that complicate this too stark opposition,
and call for more systematic consideration of the inter-relation
between the two fields. These essays explore such issues,
either by directly examining meta-philosophical and
methodological matters, or by looking at particular topics that
seem to require the resources of each, including imagination,
cognition, temporality, affect, imagery, language, and
perception.
This book identifies the ‘cognitive humanities’ with new
approaches to literature and culture that engage with recent
theories of the embodied mind in cognitive science. If
cognition should be approached less as a matter of internal
representation—a Cartesian inner theatre—than as a form of
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embodied action, how might cultural representation be
rethought? What can literature and culture reveal or
challenge about embodied minds? The essays in this book
ask what new directions in the humanities open up when the
thinking self is understood as a participant in contexts of
action, even as extended beyond the skin. Building on
cognitive literary studies, but engaging much more
extensively with ‘4E’ cognitive science (embodied,
embedded, enactive, extended) than previously, the book
uses case studies from many different historical settings
(such as early modern theatre and digital technologies) and in
different media (narrative, art, performance) to explore the
embodied mind through culture.
The experience of engaging with art and history has been
utterly transformed by information and communications
technology in recent decades. We now have virtual, mediated
access to countless heritage collections and assemblages of
artworks, which we intuitively browse and navigate in a way
that wasn't possible until very recently. This collection of
essays takes up the question of the cultural meaning of the
information and communications technology that makes these
new engagements possible, asking questions like: How
should we theorise the sensory experience of art and
heritage? What does information technology mean for the
authority and ownership of heritage?
Transcendental phenomenology presumed to have overcome
the classic mind-body dichotomy in terms of consciousness.
Should we indeed dissolve the specificity of human
consciousness by explaining human experience in its multiple
sense-giving modalities through the physiological functions of
the brain? The present collection of studies addresses this
crucial question challenging such "naturalizing" reductionism
from multiple angles.
Hoofdwerk van de Franse filosoof (1908-1961), die als een
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van de grondleggers van het existentialisme geldt.
The challenge presented by the recent tendencies to
"naturalize" phenomenology, on the basis of the progress in
biological and neurological sciences, calls for an investigation
of the traditional mind-body problem. The progress in
phenomenological investigation is up to answering that
challenge by placing the issues at stake upon a novel
platform, that is the ontopoiesis of life.
Een verrassende en vernieuwende kijk op het mysterie van
ons brein In deze hoogstoriginele verkenning van het
menselijk bewustzijn toont filosoof Thomas Metzinger aan dat
het `zelf eigenlijk niet bestaat. Aan de hand van
baanbrekende experimenten in neurowetenschap, virtual
reality, robotkunde én zijn eigen pionierswerk op het gebied
van `out-of-body -ervaringen laat Metzinger zien hoe onze
hersenen onze werkelijkheid construeren. En hij gaat nog
verder: als het waar is dat ons zelfbewustzijn volledig wordt
gevormd door onze hersenen, kunnen we het `zelf op allerlei
manieren manipuleren. Zeker met de technische en medische
middelen die ons tegenwoordig ter beschikking staan.
Uiteraard roept dit allerlei ethische vragen op. Want wat
verstaan we onder een goede staat van bewustzijn?

This book addresses the alleged divide between the
humanities and sciences. Rather than bridging the divide
from the side of the sciences and phenomenology,
Andrew Fuyarchuk proposes to close the distance with
Gadamer’s hermeneutics, liberating the inner word from
the theological paradigms and rethinking it in terms of a
phenomenology of the senses and cognitive and
evolutionary sciences.
The 17 original essays of this volume explore the
relevance of the phenomenological approach to
contemporary debates concerning the role of
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embodiment in our cognitive, emotional and practical life.
The papers demonstrate the theoretical vitality and
critical potential of the phenomenological tradition both
through critically engagement with other disciplines
(medical anthropology, psychoanalysis, psychiatry, the
cognitive sciences) and through the articulation of novel
interpretations of classical works in the tradition, in
particular the works of Edmund Husserl, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty and Jean-Paul Sartre. The concrete
phenomena analyzed in this book include: chronic pain,
anorexia, melancholia and depression.
This book explores the meaning and import of
neurophenomenology and the philosophy of enactive or
embodied cognition for psychology. It introduces the
psychologist to an experiential, non-reductive, holistic,
theoretical, and practical framework that integrates the
approaches of natural and human science to
consciousness. In integrating phenomenology with
cognitive science, neurophenomenology provides a
bridge between the natural and human sciences that
opens an interdisciplinary dialogue on the nature of
awareness, the ontological primacy of experience, the
perception of the observer, and the mind-brain
relationship, which will shape the future of psychological
theory, research, and practice.??
Present day neuroscience places the brain at the centre
of study. But what if researchers viewed the brain not as
the foundation of life, rather as a mediating organ?
Ecology of the Brain addresses this very question. It
considers the human body as a collective, a living being
which uses the brain to mediate interactions. Those
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interactions may be both within the human body and
between the human body and its environment. Within
this framework, the mind is seen not as a product of the
brain but as an activity of the living being; an activity
which integrates the brain within the everyday functions
of the human body. Going further, Fuchs reformulates
the traditional mind-brain problem, presenting it as a dual
aspect of the living being: the lived body and the
subjective body - the living body and the objective body.
The processes of living and experiencing life, Fuchs
argues, are in fact inextricably linked; it is not the brain,
but the human being who feels, thinks and acts. For
students and academics, Ecology of the Brain will be of
interest to those studying or researching theory of mind,
social and cultural interaction, psychiatry, and
psychotherapy.
The nature and reality of self is a subject of increasing
prominence among Western philosophers of mind and
cognitive scientists. It has also been central to Indian and
Tibetan philosophical traditions for over two thousand
years. It is time to bring the rich resources of these
traditions into the contemporary debate about the nature
of self. This volume is the first of its kind. Leading
philosophical scholars of the Indian and Tibetan
traditions join with leading Western philosophers of mind
and phenomenologists to explore issues about
consciousness and selfhood from these multiple
perspectives. Self, No Self? is not a collection of
historical or comparative essays. It takes problemsolving and conceptual and phenomenological analysis
as central to philosophy. The essays mobilize the
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argumentative resources of diverse philosophical
traditions to address issues about the self in the context
of contemporary philosophy and cognitive science. Self,
No Self? will be essential reading for philosophers and
cognitive scientists interested in the nature of the self
and consciousness, and will offer a valuable way into the
subject for students.
In the ancient Indian epic, Mahabharata, the Lord of
Death asks, "What is the most wondrous thing in the
world?", and his son answers, "It is that all around us
people can be dying and we don't believe it can happen
to us." This refusal to face the inevitability of death is
especially prevalent in modern Western societies. We
look to science to tell us how things are but biomedicine
and neuroscience divest death of any personal
significance by presenting it as just the breakdown of the
body and the cessation of consciousness. The Tibetan
Buddhist perspective stands in sharp contrast to this
modern scientific notion of death. This tradition
conceives dying not as the mere termination of living
processes within the body, but as a rite of passage and
transformation of consciousness. Physical death, in this
tradition, initiates a transition from one of the six bardos
("in-between states") of consciousness to an opportunity
for total enlightenment. In Dying: What Happens When
We Die?, Evan Thompson establishes a middle ground
between the depersonalized, scientific account of death
and the highly ritualized notion of death found in Tibetan
Buddhism. Thompson's depiction of death and dying
offers an insightful neurobiological analysis while also
delving into the phenomenology of death, examining the
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psychological and spiritual effects of dying on human
consciousness. In a trenchant critique of the near-death
experience literature, he shows that these experiences
do not provide evidence for the continuation of
consciousness after death, but also that they must be
understood phenomenologically and not in purely
neuroscience terms. We must learn to tolerate the
"ultimate ungraspability of death" by bearing witness to
dying and death instead of turning away from them. We
can learn to face the experience of dying through
meditative practice, and to view the final moments of life
not as a frightening inevitability to be shunned or
ignored, but as a deeply personal experience to be
accepted and even embraced.
Een duik in de fascinerende belevingswereld van de
octopus en het ontstaan van het bewustzijn 'Fascinerend
boek.' – Robbert Dijkgraaf Het bewustzijn wordt vaak
gezien als iets waarmee de mens zich onderscheidt van
dieren. Onze intelligentie en ons denkvermogen hebben
de mens boven aan de evolutionaire ladder geplaatst en
in de zoektocht naar intelligent leven richten we onze blik
steevast naar de sterren. Maar volgens
wetenschapsfilosoof Peter Godfrey-Smith moeten we dit
veel dichter bij huis zoeken: bij de octopus. Octopussen
hebben net als de mens een groot zenuwstelsel en
vertonen complex gedrag dat misschien nog wel
complexer is dan het onze. Sterker nog, de acht
tentakels van een octopus leiden een volkomen eigen
leven: ze proeven, voelen en bewegen uit zichzelf. In
Buitengewoon bewustzijn gaat wetenschapsfilosoof en
diepzeeduiker Peter Godfrey-Smith in op de vraag hoe
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de natuur zich bewust is geworden van zichzelf. Zijn
zoektocht naar het prille begin van het bewustzijn leidde
hem naar de koppotigen en de evolutie van een eigen,
uniek bewustzijn, dat zich parallel aan dat van de mens
ontwikkelde. Godfrey-Smith brengt het buitengewone
bewustzijn van deze opmerkelijke wezens in kaart en
geeft daarmee een indringende nieuwe kijk op de
intelligentie van de octopus – die meer op ons lijkt dan
we denken. 'Een van de grootste puzzels van organisch
leven is hoe en waarom bepaalde diersoorten zelfbewust
worden. Peter Godfrey-Smith gebruikt de octopus als
portaal naar niet-menselijk bewustzijn, en dat doet hij vol
gevoel en kennis uit de eerste hand.' – Frans de Waal
'Briljant … De schoonheid van Godfrey-Smiths boek zit in
zijn heldere schrijfstijl. Hij bewijst dat deze vreemde,
beeldschone wezens meer op ons lijken dan we bereid
zijn toe te geven.' – The Guardian
How is life related to the mind? Thompson explores this
so-called explanatory gap between biological life and
consciousness, drawing on sources as diverse as
molecular biology, evolutionary theory, artificial life,
complex systems theory, neuroscience, psychology,
Continental Phenomenology, and analytic philosophy.
Ultimately he shows that mind and life are more
continuous than previously accepted, and that current
explanations do not adequately address the myriad
facets of the biology and phenomenology of mind.
Vijfentwintig jaar na het meesterwerk van Daniel Dennett over
het bewustzijn, 'Het bewustzijn verklaard', verschijnt de
opvolger: 'Van bacterie naar Bach en terug'. In dit nieuwe
boek onderzoekt Dennett hoe je abstracte begrippen als ziel,
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intelligentie en creativiteit kunt beschrijven. De auteur buigt
zich wederom over de grote vragen waar hij zijn hele carrière
al mee bezig is. Hebben we een vrije wil? Wat betekent
bewustzijn? Wat gebeurt er wanneer iemand denkt? Dennett
gebruikt biologie en computerwetenschap, en dan vooral
kunstmatige intelligentie, en komt zo tot een nieuwe visie op
de menselijke geest. 'Ja, we hebben een ziel, maar die
bestaat uit talloze kleine robots,' zegt Dennett, een mooi
beeld om uit te leggen dat, hoe ongrijpbaar de 'ziel' of het
'bewustzijn' ook is, er wel exacte, controleerbare zaken aan
ten grondslag liggen. Even ongrijpbaar is de vrije wil: ja, die
bestaat volgens Dennett, en dat die tot stand komt in talloze
chemische processen is daarmee niet in tegenspraak:
lichaam en geest werken altijd samen, je kunt zelfs zeggen
dat ze samenvallen. Een baanbrekend filosofisch
meesterwerk.
Theories of brain evolution stress communication and
sociality are essential to our capacity to represent objects as
intersubjectively accessible. How did we grow as a species to
be able to recognize objects as common, as that which can
also be seen in much the same way by others? Such
constitution of intersubjectively accessible objects is bound up
with our flexible and sophisticated capacities for social
cognition understanding others and their desires, intentions,
emotions, and moods which are crucial to the way human
beings live. This book is about contemporary philosophical
and neuroscientific perspectives on the relation of action,
perception, and cognition as it is lived in embodied and
socially embedded experience. This emphasis on
embodiment and embeddedness is a change from traditional
theories, which focused on isolated, representational, and
conceptual cognition. In the new perspectives contained in
our book, such 'pure' cognition is thought to be under-girded
and interpenetrated by embodied and embedded processes.
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This book brings together philosophical approaches to
cooperation and collective agency with research into humanmachine interaction and cooperation from engineering,
robotics, computer science and AI. Bringing these so far
largely unrelated fields of study together leads to a better
understanding of collective agency in natural and artificial
systems and will help to improve the design and performance
of hybrid systems involving human and artificial agents.
Modeling collective agency with the help of computer
simulations promises also philosophical insights into the
emergence of collective agency. The volume consists of four
sections. The first section is dedicated to the concept of
agency. The second section of the book turns to humanmachine cooperation. The focus of the third section is the
transition from cooperation to collective agency. The last
section concerns the explanatory value of social simulations
of collective agency in the broader framework of cultural
evolution.
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2008 im Fachbereich Philosophie
- Philosophie des 20. Jahrhunderts / Gegenwart, Note: 1,7,
Ruprecht-Karls-Universitat Heidelberg, Sprache: Deutsch,
Abstract: Grundlage fur die vorliegende Arbeit bildet die
Publikation Mind in Life - Biology, Phenomenology, and the
Sciences of Mind des kanadischen Professors der
Philosophie Evan Thompson (*1962), namentlich Kapitel 13,
Empathy and Enculturation. Empathy', welche Thompson als
central feature of the human experience" beschreibt, ist eine
spatere englische Ubersetzung des deutschen Worts
Einfuhlung', begrundet von Theodor Lipps (1851-1914). Sie
bezeichnet die Bereitschaft und Fahigkeit, sich in die
Einstellung anderer Menschen einzufuhlen" oder - mit
Thompsons Worten - the mental capacity, involving cognition
and emotion, to understand another person's perpective,
another person's thoughts and feelings." Ausschlaggebend ist
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also das Vermogen einen Menschen von aussen zu erfassen
und sich in ihn einzufuhlen, ohne dabei aber seine eigenen
Grenzen zu uberscheiten: Gefuhle werden nachvollzogen
und eingesehen, aber nicht unbedingt geteilt. Die
Identifikation mit einem anderen und die Sorge um ihn, ohne
die eigene Identitat aufzugeben, ist der springende Punkt bei
menschlichem Mitgefuhl," erortert der Verhaltensforscher
Frans De Waal (*1948) in diesem Zusammenhang. Dies
setze eine gewisse kognitive Fahigkeiten voraus, deren
wichtigste ein gut entwickelter Sinn fur das Ich und die
Fahigkeit zur Ubernahme der Perspektive eines anderen
sind." De Waal, dessen Arbeit im vorliegenden Text
(ebenfalls) eine tragende Rolle spielt, widmet sich der Frage,
ob Tiere, insbesondere Primaten, ebenso wie der Mensch zur
Empathie befahigt sind: Kritiker sagen, es gabe keine
Moglichkeit zu erkennen, was im Kopf eines Tieres vor sich
geht," erlautert er; Ethologen jedoch versuchen, genau solche
mentalen Prozesse bei ihnen zu rekonstruieren. Im
Folgenden sollen nicht nur die Verhaltensforschung, sondern
auch di"
The Phenomenological Mind is the first book to properly
introduce fundamental questions about the mind from the
perspective of phenomenology. Key questions and topics
covered include: • what is phenomenology? • naturalizing
phenomenology and the cognitive sciences • phenomenology
and consciousness • consciousness and self-consciousness
• time and consciousness • intentionality • the embodied
mind • action • knowledge of other minds • situated and
extended minds • phenomenology and personal identity. This
second edition includes a new preface, and revised and
improved chapters. Also included are helpful features such as
chapter summaries, guides to further reading, and a glossary,
making The Phenomenological Mind an ideal introduction to
key concepts in phenomenology, cognitive science and
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philosophy of mind.
For the neuroscientific community, the study suggests that
different areas of research—the neurobiology of vision and
reading, the brain-body interactions underlying emotions—may
be connected to a variety of aesthetic and literary
phenomena. For critics and students of literature, the study
engages fundamental questions within the humanities: What
is aesthetic experience? What happens when we read a
literary work? How does the interpretation of literature relate
to other ways of knowing?
A highly original rereading of Kierkegaard through the
concept of birthing, highlighting a speculative hypothesis
about the nature of Being in Kierkegaard’s work.
The Routledge Companion to Theatre, Performance and
Cognitive Science integrates key findings from the cognitive
sciences (cognitive psychology, neuroscience, evolutionary
studies and relevant social sciences) with insights from
theatre and performance studies. This rapidly expanding
interdisciplinary field dynamically advances critical and
theoretical knowledge, as well as driving innovation in
practice. The anthology includes 30 specially commissioned
chapters, many written by authors who have been at the
cutting-edge of research and practice in the field over the last
15 years. These authors offer many empirical answers to four
significant questions: How can performances in theatre,
dance and other media achieve more emotional and social
impact? How can we become more adept teachers and
learners of performance both within and outside of
classrooms? What can the cognitive sciences reveal about
the nature of drama and human nature in general? How can
knowledge transfer, from a synthesis of science and
performance, assist professionals such as nurses, caregivers, therapists and emergency workers in their jobs? A
wide-ranging and authoritative guide, The Routledge
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Companion to Theatre, Performance and Cognitive Science
is an accessible tool for not only students, but practitioners
and researchers in the arts and sciences as well.
A new edition of a classic work that originated the “embodied
cognition” movement and was one of the first to link science
and Buddhist practices. This classic book, first published in
1991, was one of the first to propose the “embodied
cognition” approach in cognitive science. It pioneered the
connections between phenomenology and science and
between Buddhist practices and science—claims that have
since become highly influential. Through this crossfertilization of disparate fields of study, The Embodied Mind
introduced a new form of cognitive science called “enaction,”
in which both the environment and first person experience are
aspects of embodiment. However, enactive embodiment is
not the grasping of an independent, outside world by a brain,
a mind, or a self; rather it is the bringing forth of an
interdependent world in and through embodied action.
Although enacted cognition lacks an absolute foundation, the
book shows how that does not lead to either experiential or
philosophical nihilism. Above all, the book's arguments were
powered by the conviction that the sciences of mind must
encompass lived human experience and the possibilities for
transformation inherent in human experience. This revised
edition includes substantive introductions by Evan Thompson
and Eleanor Rosch that clarify central arguments of the work
and discuss and evaluate subsequent research that has
expanded on the themes of the book, including the renewed
theoretical and practical interest in Buddhism and
mindfulness. A preface by Jon Kabat-Zinn, the originator of
the mindfulness-based stress reduction program,
contextualizes the book and describes its influence on his life
and work.
Contents: Luca Vanzago, Introduction • Ted Toadvine,
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Tempo naturale e natura immemoriale • Luca Vanzago, The
Problem of Nature between Philosophy and Science. MerleauPonty’s Phenomenological Ontology and its Epistemological
Implications • Roberta Lanfredini, Essenza e Natura: Husserl
e Merleau-Ponty sulla fondazione dell’essere vivente •
Christopher Pollard, Merleau-Ponty and Embodied Cognitive
Science • Gianluca De Fazio, L’Essere pre-logico. Una
lettura ontologica dell’interpretazione di Copenhagen a
partire da Merleau-Ponty • Danilo Manca, La scienza allo
stato nascente. Merleau-Ponty e Sellars sull’immagine
scientifica della natura • Darian Meacham, Sense and Life:
Merleau-Ponty’s Philosophy of Nature and Evolutionary
Biology • Franck Robert, Merleau-Ponty, Whitehead, une
pensée de la vie • Claus Halberg, Emergent Life: Addressing
the “Ontological-Diplopia” of the 21st Century with MerleauPonty and Deacon • Prisca Amoroso, Prospettive ecologiche
nell’opera di Merleau-Ponty
Mind in LifeHarvard University Press
Examines Dilthey's hermeneutics, aesthetics, practical
philosophy, and philosophy of history, showing how his work
remains relevant for philosophers today.
Patient-centered care for chronic illness is founded upon the
informed and activated patient, but we are not clear what this
means. We must understand patients as subjects who know
things and as agents who do things. Bioethics has urged us
to respect patient autonomy, but it has understood this
autonomy narrowly in terms of informed consent for treatment
choice. In chronic illness care, the ethical and clinical
challenge is to not just respect, but to promote patient
autonomy, understood broadly as the patients' overall agency
or capacity for action. The primary barrier to patient action in
chronic illness is not clinicians dictating treatment choice, but
clinicians dictating the nature of the clinical problem. The
patient's perspective on clinical problems is now often added
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to the objective-disease perspective of clinicians as healthrelated quality of life (HRQL). But HRQL is merely a hybrid
transitional concept between disease-focused and healthfocused goals for clinical care. Truly patient-centered care
requires a sense of patient-centered health that is perceived
by the patient and defined in terms of the patient's vital goals.
Patient action is an essential means to this patient-centered
health, as well as an essential component of this health. This
action is not extrinsically motivated adherence, but
intrinsically motivated striving for vital goals. Modern
pathophysiological medicine has trouble understanding both
patient action and health. The self-moving and self-healing
capacities of patients can be understood only if we
understand their roots in the biological autonomy of
organisms. Taking the patient as the primary perceiver and
producer of health has the following policy implications: 1]
Care will become patient-centered only when the patient is
the primary customer of care. 2] Professional health services
are not the principal source of population health, and may
lead to clinical, social and cultural iatrogenic injury. 3] Social
justice demands equity in health capability more than equal
access to health services.
This book offers an accessible presentation of
phenomenological approaches to place that draws valuable
connections between different disciplines that focus on and
investigate questions of place.
There has been an explosion of work on consciousness in the
last 30–40 years from philosophers, psychologists, and
neurologists. Thus, there is a need for an interdisciplinary,
comprehensive volume in the field that brings together
contributions from a wide range of experts on fundamental
and cutting-edge topics. The Routledge Handbook of
Consciousness fills this need and makes each chapter’s
importance understandable to students and researchers from
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a variety of backgrounds. Designed to complement and better
explain primary sources, this volume is a valuable "first-stop"
publication for undergraduate or graduate students enrolled in
any course on "Consciousness," "Philosophy of Mind," or
"Philosophy of Psychology," as well as a valuable handbook
for researchers in these fields who want a useful reference to
have close at hand. The 34 chapters, all published here for
the first time, are divided into three parts: Part I covers the
"History and Background Metaphysics" of consciousness,
such as dualism, materialism, free will, and personal identity,
and includes a chapter on Indian philosophy. Part II is on
specific "Contemporary Theories of Consciousness," with
chapters on representational, information integration, global
workspace, attention-based, and quantum theories. Part III is
entitled "Major Topics in Consciousness Research," with
chapters on psychopathologies, dreaming, meditation, time,
action, emotion, multisensory experience, animal and robot
consciousness, and the unity of consciousness. Each chapter
begins with a brief introduction and concludes with a list of
"Related Topics," as well as a list of "References," making the
volume indispensable for the newcomer and experienced
researcher alike.
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